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Pre-Onboarding (1 week)
Intro Call
The Intro Call is the start of our EVOKE® Financial Life Planning & Wealth
Management process, but most importantly, a chance to get to know each other.
You can expect:
No sales talk whatsoever
The ability to ask us anything
An opportunity to share your goals
A transparent dialogue about our fees
An honest conversation to see if we are a fit
At the end of this meeting, we’ll either decide to schedule our Exploration
meeting or we’ll recommend another planner that may be a better fit for you.
There is no commitment other than time at this point.

Exploration
In the Exploration meeting, we’ll have a conversation where you are truly heard
and you are able to dream big.
This is an opportunity to put all of your goals and dreams on the table.
Who are the people that are most dear to you?
What are the things that matter most to you?
What are you truly meant to do?
If you have a partner, you both get the opportunity to be heard. In reality, it is
very rare for us to take the time to think of all of our hopes and dreams.
At the end of this conversation, you will feel heard, perhaps more deeply than
you have in a very long time. It’s at the end of Exploration where we mutually
will make a decision if we are to move forward with our EVOKE® Financial Life
Planning and Wealth Management engagement.
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Onboarding (3 months)
Vision
In the Vision meeting, we’ll discuss your answers to the:
Three Questions
Heart’s Core Grid
This is the time where you prioritize your goals and begin to bring them to life.
Together, we paint the picture of your life with everything as you want it to be.
If you have a partner, you both get your own vision of a great life. We will know if
we have it right. When we do, you will feel energized by your future.

Obstacles
In the Obstacle meeting, we’ll look at what could possibly get in the way of you
living your best life and stepping in the person you are meant to be.
By identifying the obstacles and then facing them head on, we’re starting to
create your EVOKE® Financial Life Plan.
We also discuss your Ideal Day, Week, and Year and compare your ideal life to
your current life.

Knowledge
Knowledge will encompass two meetings. The first is called Getting Organized.
Having pristine data in your plan is one of the most important aspects to
success. The better the data, the better our advice. The better our advice, the
more confident you can be that the decisions we’ll make together are edging you
closer to your best life.
This is accomplished by securely connecting your financial information to our
planning software called eMoney. We also discuss your Goals for Life and the
steps that you will take immediately to reach each of them.
The second meeting is called EVOKE® Financial Life Plan delivery. Together,
we’ve put in a lot of time and effort, it’s time to deliver and review your EVOKE®
Financial Life Plan and live your best life, as we implement our Wealth
Management expertise.
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Execution (≈ 1 year)
Now that your EVOKE® Financial Life Plan is in place, it is time to Live Wealthy!
With the energy and inspiration of your ideal life, we continue to work together
to help you bring your vision to life as quickly as possible.
The key is to take the time to think about what is most important to you and to
continue to go after it. We only get one shot at our best life, so it’s time to step
into it.
From here, Modern Wealth will continue to serve you as your fiduciary. We’ll
check in on your progress and be there to help you if you go off course, if
something changes, or if something exciting happens.
We’ll have meetings dedicated to quarterly reviews, check-ins, what-if scenarios,
and specific areas of Financial Planning and Wealth Management as follows:
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Cash Flow Planning
The health of every Financial Life Plan depends heavily on sound cash flow
planning. Creating a cash flow plan is a preliminary exercise conducted at the
outset of each of our client relationships.
We have a dramatic long-term impact on our clients’ financial well-being by
simply increasing their awareness of their spending and promoting discipline
and accountability. We cover cash flow planning basics, including:
Income sources
Essential and discretionary spending
Debt and taxes
Goal funding
Monitoring strategies
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Investment Management
We combine our depth of investment knowledge, investment philosophy, and
cutting-edge technology to empower our clients to invest fearlessly. We take a
quantitative approach to pinpointing your Risk Number by going through a
series of objective exercises based on actual dollar amounts.
We’ll use all these factors to build an optimized portfolio that fits your risk
tolerance and goals, giving you the best chance for success. We will also stress
test your portfolio against specific market conditions, illustrate various
scenarios, discuss your 95% Probability Range, and set expectations for what is
normal behavior for your investments.

Retirement Planning
Retirement Planning is the process of creating a realistic strategy for funding
your retirement that balances current financial needs with expected retirement
needs many years into the future.
A successful retirement is the highest financial priority for many people.
Because of the long-term nature of retirement and all of the variables that go
into determining potential success or failure, it is often the most difficult
financial goal for which to plan.
We cover over 30 of the most important planning issues to identify and consider
for a client who is about to retire or is already retired such as:
Cash Flow Issues
Health Insurance Issues
Asset & Debt Issues
Tax Planning Issues
Long-Term Planning Issues
Other Issues
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Risk Management
Life insurance is key to comprehensive Financial Life Planning, whether it serves
a traditional risk management function or is put to another use. We will likely
analyze the need to purchase a new life insurance policy at several points. We
cover key considerations, including:
Purpose of coverage
Appropriate amount of coverage
Types of policies
Rider options
For our working clients, disability insurance is critical to protecting their income
should they suffer an illness or injury that prevents them from continuing to
work. Replacement income can provide peace of mind for clients facing the
stress and uncertainties that often accompany a disability.
Employer-provided and individual coverage options should be coordinated with
Social Security in order to ensure that short-term and long-term disability risks
are mitigated. To help you guide our clients through the complexities we cover
key considerations, including:
Short-term and long-term needs
Federal benefits
Group and individual coverage options
Important features and variables
Tax implications
Many of our clients may be contemplating their needs and options for LTC
insurance. This can be a complicated analysis, dependent upon an individual’s
age, health, financial circumstances, wealth transfer goals, and general
philosophy. We cover key issues to consider prior to purchasing LTC coverage,
including:
LTC needs and services
Funding options
Policy features
Hybrid alternatives
Tax considerations
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Our client’s property and casualty insurance policies are a key part of their
overall Financial Life Plan. It’s important to review these policies each year to
ensure that our clients have the coverage they need. If there are gaps, we can
work with our client to implement proper coverage for:
Real Estate/Property Insurance
Auto Insurance
Personal Property and Umbrella Insurance
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Estate Planning
Estate planning is a critical aspect of the
Financial Life Planning process.
Reviewing our client’s documents is an
important exercise, both at the outset
and throughout the advisory
relationship.

Tax Planning
Tax planning is one of the most
important pillars of a comprehensive
Financial Life Plan. However, tax
planning and tax preparation can
quickly become tedious and timeconsuming. We’ve partnered with tax
planning specialists to offer expert tax
services to our clients including:
Individual Tax Returns
Trust Tax Returns
Business Tax Returns
Tax Planning Scenario Analysis

We cover key considerations regarding
the most common estate planning
documents, including:
Wills
Living Trusts
Irrevocable Trusts
Powers of Attorney
Living Wills
We’ve even partnered with estate
planning experts for solutions for
our clients to implement their estate
planning documents.
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Education Planning
We cover several issues to identify,
consider, and determine how to fund
our clients child’s college education.
It’s structured as follows:
Financial Aid Issues
Funding Issues
Qualified Account Issues
Tax Planning Issues

Executive Compensation Planning (optional)
Restricted Stock Units (RSUs) are a popular form of equity compensation that,
after vesting, result in an employee’s receipt of shares of company stock or a
cash payout. Similar to a bonus, RSUs can positively affect cash flow but incur
taxes that require planning.
Incentive Stock Options (ISOs) are a form of equity compensation, offering
employees a share in the potential appreciation of a company’s value, with
preferential tax treatment. Many of our clients have been (or will be) granted
ISOs by their employer during their career.
Non-Qualified Stock Options (“NQSOs”) are a common form of equity
compensation, offering a share in the potential appreciation of a company’s
value. Many of our clients have been (or will be) granted NQSOs as an employee
of an issuing company or as an officer, director, contractor, or consultant.
Many of our clients have been (or will be) granted RSUs, ISOs, and/or NQSOs by
their employer during their careers. It is important for these fortunate
individuals to develop an understanding of how to exercise and sell shares can
be difficult and requires cash flow analysis, complex tax planning, and a longterm strategy.
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Business Planning (optional)
When our clients are starting or already running a business, it’s important to ask
the right questions up front and to identify issues that are likely to arise.
First-time entrepreneurs and seasoned business owners alike can benefit from
preliminary discussions to spot planning opportunities, minimize complications,
and get started down the right path. We cover common factors relevant to
business owners such as:
Personal and business cash flow issues
Legal and business formation issues
Tax Planning issues
Financial Life Planning considerations
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EVOKE® Financial Life Planning and Wealth Management (∞)

January - February
The start of the year is a great time for a financial check-up. In addition to
reflecting back on the prior year, typically our clients may be particularly
motivated in January to consider making financial resolutions for the future. We
are now uniquely positioned to review our client’s circumstances and goals and
to guide them toward impactful improvements. To help frame this meeting, we
will cover fundamental considerations, including
Personal issues
Cash flow issues
Asset and debt issues
Tax issues
Insurance issues
Legal issues
When our clients have a surplus of cash on hand that they want to save for the
future, we help identify all of the different account types to consider. We provide
a structured outline to guide our new year cash flow planning regarding
available and appropriate saving strategies. We cover accounts across the
following categories:
Foundational Savings
Healthcare Savings
Retirement Savings
Employer-Provided Benefits
Business Owner Savings
Accounts To Help Future Generations
Tax-Deferred Insurance Options
Other Account Considerations
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March - April
March to April is typically tax time. Reviewing our client’s tax return can always
be an informative exercise to ensure we understand all sources of their income
and their tax liabilities for the prior year. We cover key points to consider on the
tax return including:
Review our client’s filing status. If they are married should they
automatically file jointly with their spouse or might there be situations
where the client might consider filing separately?
If our client has dependent children, they may be eligible for certain
credits.
If our client is divorced or widowed, there are filing steps for them to
take depending upon timing and circumstances.
If our client had investment income for the prior year, there are
reporting issues that you will want to be sure your client addressed in
connection with this income.
If our client owned tax-advantaged accounts during the prior tax year,
there may be some reporting issues to consider. Did they convert a
traditional IRA to a Roth? Did the client contribute to an HSA or a
401(k) plan?
Check to see if our client owned rental real estate or if there are statespecific issues to be considered.
If our client owned tax-advantaged accounts during the prior tax year
there may be some reporting issues to consider, especially if they
took any distributions from these accounts. For clients who have
reached their RBD, did they take the full amount of their RMD from
their retirement plans? Did they do a rollover to an IRA? Were any
distributions taken from an after-tax IRA account?
Check to see if our client had a high level of medical expenses or if
there are state-specific issues to be considered.
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May - June
May to June is when we typically review our client’s investments. It is critical to
review their investment portfolios as part of the Financial Life Planning process.
Particularly during times of uncertainty and volatility, a portfolio review can help
our clients evaluate and confirm their strategy, ensuring alignment with their
financial goals. We cover:
Investment objectives
Time horizon and risk tolerance
Diversification and asset allocation
Tax management, including capital gains and the NIIT
Performance monitoring
We also review our client’s main Financial Life Planning goals. It is essential to
identify and prioritize our client’s objectives before making recommendations.
We cover the following:
Retirement and lifestyle goals
Tax planning & healthcare goals
Self-development and professional goals
Estate planning and wealth transfer goals

July - August
July to August, we cover Estate Planning. Estate planning is a critical aspect to
our Financial Life Planning process. Reviewing our client’s documents is an
important exercise. During our document review, we cover key considerations
regarding the most common estate planning documents, including:
Wills
Living Trusts
Irrevocable Trusts
Powers of Attorney
Living Wills
Beneficiary & Fiduciary Issues
Assets & Property Related Issues
Minors & Children Related Issues
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September - October
September to October is when we typically review our client’s Risk Management
strategies. It’s important to review these policies each year to ensure that your
client has the coverage they need. If there are gaps, we can work with our clients
to implement proper coverage. We focus on issues:
Real Estate/Property Insurance
Did our client buy or sell a primary residence or vacation property? It’s
important to review their coverage, and perhaps their insurer, in
order to ensure that the policies cover an adequate amount of the
property’s replacement value.
Has our client made substantial improvements to the property or has
the property appreciated significantly in value? They need to be sure
that their coverage keeps up with any increases in the value of the
property.
Auto Insurance
Our client should review their collision and comprehensive coverage.
Depending upon the age of the vehicle and other factors, they may
want to make some adjustments.
Are our client’s children now of driving age? If so, they need to be sure
that the children are covered as drivers and that their liability limits
are adequate.
Personal Property and Umbrella Insurance
If our client owns personal property with a value that exceeds the
ordinary policy limits, they may need to schedule these items to
ensure coverage.
If our client needs additional liability coverage over and above what
their homeowner’s policy offers, they may need an umbrella policy.
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Our client’s life and health insurance policies are a key part of their overall
Financial Life Plan. We focus on issues to consider when reviewing your client’s
policies, including:
Health Insurance
If our clients are married and both have access to health coverage,
does it make sense for them to each take their own coverage or to
choose the better of the two plans to cover both?
If our client is paying for coverage on their own, has their situation
changed such that they should consider shopping for a new policy?
If our client is retired and on Medicare, they should review their
situation each year to see if they need to make any changes during
the annual enrollment period. They also need to ensure that they
either have creditable drug coverage or that they select a Part D
option in order to avoid lifetime penalties.
Life Insurance
If our client is covered by life insurance offered by their employer,
have the coverage options or limits changed?
For those who own permanent life insurance, it’s a good idea to
review the policy including how any dividends are being applied and
how the policy is performing.
For those who own a term policy, review the time left on the policy’s
term and consider whether the client’s needs have changed.
Disability Insurance
If our client’s employer provides disability insurance, have there been
any changes to this coverage and is it adequate?
Do our client’s other sources of disability income, such as Social
Security and their own personal savings, sufficiently cover their
potential needs, or should they consider additional insurance?
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Long-Term Care Insurance
Does our client’s policy have appropriate covered services, benefit
amounts, and riders, such as inflation protection?
Has our client experienced a large increase in their premium? If so, it
might make sense to review other options.
Many of our clients currently rely on Medicare plans for their health care
coverage. They may have enrolled in Original Medicare or Medicare Advantage,
and they likely have prescription drug coverage as well. For current beneficiaries
of all of these plans (Medicare A, B, C, and D), October 15 marks the beginning of
the Open Enrollment Period, during which changes in coverage may be made.
We help guide our clients through a series of considerations when evaluating
and comparing their Medicare options including:
Changes in health care needs
Costs of premiums, deductibles, etc.
Access to specific providers, services, and prescription drugs
Out-of-state concerns
Effective dates of any changes
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November - December
The end of the year provides a number of planning opportunities and issues to
discuss with our clients. Year-end topics can include tax planning, investment
and retirement accounts, charitable giving, cash flow and savings, insurance and
estate planning. We cover a number of planning issues that our clients need to
consider prior to year-end to ensure they stay on track, including:
Various issues surrounding investment and retirement accounts
including matching capital gains against any investment losses in
taxable investment accounts and confirming that all RMDs are taken.
Tax planning issues including strategies dependent upon your client’s
prospects for higher or lower income in the future. You will also want
to review where they sit relative to their tax bracket as this is a good
time to make moves to fill out brackets for the current year that also
might prove beneficial down the road.
For clients who are charitably inclined, there are several strategies
that will also help reduce their tax liability that can be considered
based upon their situation.
For clients who own a business, tax reform has created some
opportunities surrounding pass-through income from the client’s
business to their personal return. Accelerating or deferring business
expenses presents another solid planning opportunity for these
clients.
It’s wise to review the client’s cash flow situation as you near year-end
to see if they can fund a 529 plan for children or grandchildren or to
see if they can save more in an employer-sponsored retirement plan
like a 401(k).
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In the charitable giving realm, donor advised funds (“DAFs”) have become
increasingly popular and valuable planning vehicles. They offer several
advantages, allowing our clients to optimize their tax planning as they
streamline and fulfill their philanthropic goals. Many of our clients benefit from
the flexibility and simplicity of a DAF while supporting the causes most
important to them.
To help guide our client conversations about strategic giving, we cover key
factors to consider regarding DAFs, including:
Charitable goals
Tax planning goals
Funding strategies
Basic mechanics of DAFs
Alternative charitable giving strategies

